In this paper a characterization of polynomials in algebraic operators with constant coefficients is given. We solve two types of operator equations which will be called linear algebraic equations, namely equations of the form P(X) = Y and P(A)X -XQ(B) = Y, where P(t) and Q(t) are polynomials; A and B are algebraic elements.
1_. Let X be an algebra (a linear ring) with unit I over the field of complex numbers. Let A be an algebraio element in X with the characteristic polynomial n -9 (1.1) P A (t) -|~| (t-tj)' t ± i ty i i i, 3=1 + -? 2 + ••• + "'n = '(of. [1] ). The element A has the following properties important in our further considerationst Proposition 1.1. Let A be an algebraic element with the characteristic polynomial (1.1) and let .Q^it) be a polynomial in variable t with complex coefficients, satisfying the condition -375 -(1.2) Q ± (t ± J 4 a.
If P(t) <= (t-t^^Q^t), CXo^c^, then P( A) i 0. Proof.
Suppose that there exists a polynomial Q^ (t) and an integer ot., in the interval J Consider the polynomial P 2 (t) = P^t) + P A (t).
We know from the above discussion that P 2 (A) = 0, p 2 (t) = (t-* a ) ° n (t -v 3p 3< t} '
3^0 where
For each j.1<tj<n we have ^(t-j' i 0, Hence P^(A) is invertible. Thus P 9 (A) =0 if and only if
On the other hand, deg P^(t)<deg P A (t), which contradicts our assumption. Lemma 1.1. Let A be an algebraic element with the characteristic polynomial (1.1) and let G(t) = g Q t s +, + g.jt 8 "" 1 + ... + g g be a polynomial of degree s in t, satisfying the conditions Cjjitjt.) given by the formula (1.6).
-381 -
Thus P^V) =0. By Proposition 1.1 ws know that, for each P 2 (t) with deg P 2 (t) <deg.P 1 (t) we have P 2 (A)* .. Without loss of generality we can admit
When 1 < j < n and
Similarly, i f . 3 n, than 1 n Thus G ( A , t 1 , t n ) is invertible.
According to the proof of Lemma 1.1 we that G(A,t.,), 3 = 2 , 3 , . . . , n -1 , are invertible. Henc6 F2(A) = 0 i f and only i f n-1 (A -t r A -Î ) * 
3-2
According to the proof of the Lemma 1.3, for 1<j<n •
G(t y t v t a ) fi 0
fnd from (1.14) For the general case we prove the following theorem. Proposition 1.2. Let A be an algebraic element with the characteristic polynomial
Let G(t) be a polynomial in the variable t with complex coefficients satisfying the conditions (1.18) In the sequel we assume that P(t) is a polynomial in variable t with complex coefficients. (sj P'itj) = ... = P J (tj) = 0, Proof. juet tj be the characteristic roots of the operator X. According to the Proposition 1.2, the numbers P{"tj) are the characteristic roots of the element P(X). Thus (2.7)
?(tj)-rja.
Prom (2.7) we have t^ if i 4 j.
-391 -Applying Lemma 1.2 we obtain (2.6).
In the particular case P(t) = t n , we have theorem 2.2. Let V be an algebraic element with the characteristic polynomial m ^ Pv(t) = |~| (t -r.) rj 4 0. 3=1 Let t^, j = 1,2f...,m, satisfy the equations t" = Tj, rj it; un integer. Kance the condition (2.12) is necessary. une solution of the system (2.14) assumes the form (2.15)
Hence conditions (2.13) follow immediately. Conversely, suppose that there exists an element X satisfying conditions (2.13). Hence X^ satisfy the system (2.15). Prom (2.15) we obtain (2.14). In particular for k i= 0 the equation (A -t i I)P i Z + t i P i X = PjT, i = 1,2,...,n is satisfied. But we have supposed that the condition (2.12) is satisfied. Hence X is a solution of the equation (2.11). 
